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In this paper we prove that the mth root of a nonnegative definite matrix-valued
function with continuous entries is continuous. In particular, if all the entries are
a  x ar mC for a g 0, 2 , the mth root is C , which generalizes the result on the square
 .root with a s 2 by M. Friedlin Probab. Theory Appl. 13, 1968, 375]378 . Q 1997
Academic Press
1. MAIN RESULTS
A widely used result in stochastic differential equations and the theory
of viscosity solutions is that the square root of a C 2 nonnegative definite
matrix-valued function is Lipschitz continuous. In this paper we will study
the analogue to the mth root of an arbitrary continuous nonnegative
definite matrix-valued function, which has applications in the investigation
a  xof Bellman equations in the cases C for a g 1, 2 and m s 2, for
w xexample, the application for existence 5 and the application for unique-
w xness 1 . The following definitions are needed in the following.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. 1 Let A be an n = n nonnegative definite matrix
and m G 2 an integer. An n = n nonnegative definite matrix B is called
1r m m  .  .the mth root of A, denoted by A , provided that B s A. 2 Let A x
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be an n = n symmetric matrix-valued function defined on a subset E ; R N.
 .  .We say that A x is nonnegative if, for any x g E, A x is nonnegative
 .definite. A nonnegative definite n = n matrix-valued function B x is
 . 1r m .  .mcalled the mth root of A x , denoted by A x , provided that B x s
 .A x for x g E.
Remark 1.1. It is clear that the mth root of a nonnegative definite
matrix is well-defined, i.e., unique in the sense of the above definition. The
nonnegativity plays a crucial role here.
Some terminology of Holder spaces is also needed in this note.È
w x NDEFINITION 1.2. Let a g 0, 2 and V ; R be a nonempty open set.
 . 0 .  .1 C V s C V stands for the set of all continuous functions in V.
 . 1 .  .2 C V is the subset of C V every member of which has continuous
 .  x a  . 0, a  .first order partial derivatives in V. 3 For a g 0, 1 , C V s C V is
 .the subset of C V each member u of which satisfies that for any bounded
<  .  . <closed subset E of V there exists a constant C such that u x y u y F
< < a w x  <  .  . < < < aC x y y for x, y g E. We call u s inf C : u x y u y F C x y ya , E
4 a  .  .  xfor x, y g E the seminorm of u on E in C V . 4 For a g 1, 2 ,
a  . 1, ay1 . 1 .C V s C V is the subset of C V the first order derivatives of
ay1 .  .  .whose members are in C V . 5 A matrix-value function A x is in
a  .  . a  .C V if all entries of A x are in C V .
By the above terminologies, our results can be formulated as follows.
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let A x be a continuous nonngati¨ e definite matrix-¨ al-
N 1r m .ued function on a subset E ; R . Then the mth root function A x of
 .A x is also continuous on E.
 . a  .THEOREM 1.2. Let A x be a C V nonnegati¨ e definite matrix-¨ alued
N  xfunction for an open domain V ; R for some a g 0, 2 . Then the mth root
1r m . ar m .function A x is in C V .
We also employ the following notations. R N stands for N-dimensional
 1 N . N < <Euclidean space, x s x , . . . , x for a point in R , and x for the
N  .Euclidean norm of x in R . A s A denotes an n = n matrix whosei j
< <entries are A and I for the n = n identity matrix. We will use A toi j
 < <4 nstand for the norm max A . j denotes a vector in R , e siF i, jF n i j i
 .  :0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0 the ith standard coordinate vector, ? ,? the Eu-
n < < 2  :clidean inner product in R , and j s j , j .
2. THE PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
The proofs are based on the following lemmas.
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 .LEMMA 2.1. Let A x be a positi¨ e definite matrix-¨ alued function on
N  .E ; R satisfying lI F A x F L I for x g E, where l and L are positi¨ e
 .constants. Then, the mth root of A x can be written as
1 y11r mB x s z zI y A x dz , 1 .  .  . .H2p i G
 4where G is a closed contour lying in the right complex plane z : Re z ) 0
w x  . 1r mcontaining the closed inter¨ al l, L . Moreo¨er, B x satisfies l I F
 . 1r m a  . w xB x F L I and is C pro¨ided that A x is, for a g 0, 2 .
w xProof. See 2]4 .
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
 .  .  .Proof of Theorem 1.1. Set A x, e s A x q e I for e g 0, 1 . Lemma
2.1 implies that there exists a continuous positive definite matrix-valued
 .  .m  .  .function B x, e such that B x, e s A x, e and B x, e is continuous
 .differentiable with respect to e g 0, 1 . Thus, we have
­ B ­ Bmy 1 my2I s x , e B x , e q B x , e x , e B x , e .  .  .  .  .
­e ­e
­ Bmy 1q ??? qB x , e x , e . 2 .  .  .
­e
 .  .For fixed x, e , choose an orthogonal matrix U s U x, e such that
T  4U B x , e U s diag m , . . . , m s m . 1 n
T   . .  .  .and denote U ­ B x, e r­e U by s s s . We have by 2 ,i j
I s U TIU s smmy 1 q msmmy 2 q ??? qmmy 1s ,
that is,
my 1 my2 my1I s s m q m m q ??? qm , /i j j j i i
which implies that
­ B 1 1
Tx , e s U diag , . . . , U . . my 1 my1 5­e mm mm1 n
Therefore, for i, j s 1, . . . , n.
­ B 1i j 1r my1x , e F e , .
­e m
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1r m   .4where we used that m G e for i s 1, . . . , n. So, B x, e uniformlyi
 .  .converges on E as e x0 and B x s lim B x, e G 0 satisfies thate x 0
<  .  . < 1r m  .m  .  .B x,e y B x F e and B x s A x , which induce that B x s
1r m .A x is continuous on E.
Remark 2.1. Without differentiating with respect to e in the above
 .  . 1r mproof, we can prove that 0 F B x, e y B x F e . The detail is left to
the reader.
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following Lemmas.
 . a  N .  xLEMMA 2.2. Let u x g C R for some a g 0, 1 and J be thee
standard mollifier operator. Then, for any bounded open subset V ; R N and
 <  . < 4 ay1w x  xe ) 0, max DJ u x : x g V F Ce u for e g 0, e , where D s0 e a , V 0e0 1 N .­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x , ­r­e and C is a constant depending only on N and
 N  . 4  .  < < 4V s x g R : dist x, V - e with dist x, V s inf x y y : y g V .e 0 0
Proof. It is a standard fact and can be verified by the definition.
 . 1, aLEMMA 2.3. Let A x be a C nonnegati¨ e function defined on the open
N  xsubset G ; R for some a g 0, 1 . Then, for any bounded open domain
V ; V ; G and k s 1, . . . , N,
­ A
araq1. 2raq1. : < <x j , j F C A x j , j j 3 .  .  . ;k­ x
for j g R n, where C is a positi¨ e constant depending only on a , n, the
 .  .a-Holder seminorm of the gradient =A x of A x in a neighborhood of V inÈ
 .G, and dist V, ­ G .
Proof. Without loss of generality, using suitable cut-off function, we
 .  . 1, a  N .can assume that A x has compact support in G and A x g C R .
Fix x g R N and j g R n. Then, for any h g R,
­ A
 :  :0 F A x q he j , j s A x j , j q h x j , j .  .  .k  ;k­ x
­ A ­ Ai jq h x q u he y x j , j . .i j kk k ; /­ x ­ x
­ A 1qa 2 : < < < <F A x j , j q h x j , j q H h j , .  . ;k­ x
 .where u g 0, 1 and H is a constant depending only on n and thei j
a-Holder seminorm of ­ Ar­ x k. Then an argument for the functionÈ
 . < <1qa  .f t s a q bt q c t satisfying f t G 0 for t g R deduces that
< < ya r1qa . a r1qa . 1r1qa .b F 1 q a a a c , .
 .which implies 3 .
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We now turn to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix a bounded domain V ; V satisfying0
 .dist V , ­ V s d ) 0. To prove the result, we consider two cases:0 0
 .  x  .  x1 a g 0, 1 and 2 a g 1, 2 .
 .  . a  .Case 1. Set A x, e s J A x q e I, where J A x stands for thee e
  ..  .n = n-matrix J A x . It is easy to see that J A x G 0 for x g V .e i j e 0
 .Then, for any e g 0, d r2 , there exists a smooth positive definite matrix-0
 .  .m  .valued function B s B x, e such that B x, e s A x, e . From Lemma
<  . < ay12.2, DA x, e F Ce . We want to estimate the partial derivatives ofi j
 .B x, e with respect to x and e . We adapt the method in the proofi j
 .of Theorem 1.1. Let U s U x, e be an orthogonal matrix such that
T  .  .  4U B x, e U s D x, e s diag m , . . . , m . Write1 n
­ J Ae0 0 Ta x , e s a x , e s U x U, .  .  . .i j ­e
­ J Aek k Ta x , e s a x , e s U x U .  .  . .i j k­ x
for k s 1, . . . , N and
­ B
0 0 Tb x , e s b x , e s U x , e U, .  .  . .i j ­e
­ B
k k Tb x , e s b x , e s U x , e U .  .  . .i j k­ x
for k s 1, . . . , N. We have
0 ay1 0 my1 my2 my1a x , e q ae s b m q m m q ??? qm .  /i j j j i i
and
k k my1 my2 my1a x , e s b m q m m q ??? qm . .  /i j j j i i
Therefore,
­ B ­ B
ar my1 a r my1x , e F Ce and x , e F Ce .  .k­e ­ x
for some constant C depending only n, a , d , and the a-Holder seminormÈ0
 .  .  .of A x in V , from which we deduce that B x, e converges to B xd r20
< <uniformly on V and, for x, y g V satisfying x y y - d r2 and e g0 0 0
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 .0, d r2 ,0
< < ar m a r my1 < <B x y B y F C e q e x y y . .  .  .
< < < <Set e s x y y if x y y ) 0, and the proof for Case 1 is complete.
 .  .  . 1r m .Case 2. Write A x, e s A x q e I and B x, e s A x, e . As we
say in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we have
­ B 1
1r my1x , e F e . .
­e m
To estimate the partial derivatives with respect to x k, we use the notations
 .as those in Case 1. Let U s U x, e be an orthogonal matrix such that
T  .  .  4U B x, e U s D x, e s diag m , . . . , m . Write1 n
­ A
k k Ta x , e s a x , e s U x , e U and .  .  . .i j k­ x
­ B
k k Tb x , e s b x , e s U x , e U .  .  . .i j k­ x
k .  k w my 1 my2 my1 x.for k s 1, . . . , N. Then, a x, e s b m q m m q ??? qm .i j j j i i
For any j g R N, applying Lemma 2.3, we have
­ A
k :a x , e j , j s x , e Uj , Uj .  . ;k­ x
 :ay1.r a < < 2r aF H A x , e Uj , Uj j .
m ay1.r a 2ra : < <s H D x , e j , j j . .
k’ . <  . <Setting j s e and j s e q e r 2 , respectively, we have a x, e Fi i j i i
Hmmay1.r a andi
k ka x , e a x , e .  .i i j j kq q a x , e .i j2 2
 .ay1 ram mm q mi jmay1.r a may1.r aF H m q Hm q H .i j  /2
Thus,
H
k 1ym rab x , e F m and .i i im
1ymra 1ymrak  4  4b x , e F 2 H max m , m F 2 H min m , m . .i j i j i j
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Finally, we have
­ Bi j 1ymra 1r my1ra 4x , e F 2nH min m , . . . , m F 2nHe . . 1 nk­ x
Similar to what we did in the proof of Case 1, we have
< < 1r m 1r my1ra < <B x y B y F 2e q 2nHe x y y . 4 .  .  .
a< <  .The proof is finished by setting e s x y y in 4 .
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